Abstract. Input shaping is a technique used to move flexible systems from point to point rapidly by suppressing the residual vibration at the destination. The vibration suppression is obtained from the principle of destruction of impulse responses. The input shaper, when placed before the flexible system inside the control loop, proves to deliver several benefits. However, this so-called closed-loop signal shaping has one major disadvantage that it adds time delays to the closed-loop system. Being a transcendental function, the time delays cause difficulty in analysis and design of the feedback controller. In most cases, the time delays also limit the maximum achievable bandwidth. In this paper, for the very first time, Smith predictors were applied to the closed-loop signal shaping to remove the time delay from the loop. It was shown in simulation result that the detrimental effect of the time delays was completely removed in the case of perfect plant model. The quantitative feedback control was used in the study to quantify the amount of achievable bandwidth and to suppress vibrations from the plant-input disturbance.
Introduction
Flexible systems, when moved from point to point rapidly, exhibit residual vibration at their destination. Input shaping technique suppresses this residual vibration by superposition and cancellation of impulse responses. Impulse sequence is formed as an input shaping filter and implemented as an FIR filter. The amplitudes and time locations of the impulses are computed to obtain complete cancellation of impulse responses. The input shaping technique was originally proposed by Smith in [1] under the name Posicast control. It was later made more robust to uncertainty in the mode parameters by Singer and Seering in [2] and was given the name Input shaping.
Since its origin in the 50's, the input shaping technique has found numerous applications with flexible systems. Cranes are among the most popular applications of the input shaping technique due to the requirement to suppress payload swing. Notable literature includes those of gantry crane [3] , bridge crane [4] , tower crane [5] , and boom crane [6] . Robot manipulators have flexibility in their joints and links that have to be taken into account during the design. Literature includes those of flexible-link robot [7] and flexible-joint robot [8] . Input shaping has also been used in suppressing the liquid sloshing in container [9] , suppressing vibration of the flexible appendages of the flexible spacecraft [10] , suppressing probe vibration in coordinate measuring machine (CMM) [11] , designing cam profile that reduces vibration of the camfollower system [12] , reducing vibrations during small motion and unloading operations of a telescopic handler [13] , suppressing vibration in a cherry picker due to its flexible joints [14] , suppressing the oscillatory transients in a dual-solenoid positioning servo actuator [15] , and eliminating bouncing in a micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) contact switch [16] .
The input shaping filter can be placed either outside the loop or inside the loop. Outside-the-loop input shaping filter is designed from the mode parameters (natural frequency and damping ratio) of the closed-loop system. It can only suppress vibration from the reference signal. However, there is no detrimental effect from the time delay of the input shaper because the input shaper is placed outside the loop. When the input shaper is placed inside the loop before the flexible plant, so-called closed-loop signal shaping (CLSS) [17] , the input shaper is designed from the mode parameters of the flexible plant.
The CLSS offers several advantages over the outside-the-loop input shaping because, in CLSS, the input shaping filter becomes a part of the closed-loop system. First, CLSS can suppress the vibrations induced by the reference signal, the plant-output disturbance, and noise. Second, CLSS can easily be designed for flexible plants that have hard nonlinearities. The hard nonlinearities, such as actuator saturation, deadzone, and backlash, can modify the input-shaped command thus reduce its vibrationreducing performance. In CLSS, the input shaper is placed directly before the hard nonlinearities; therefore, it is easy to design the input shaper such that its input-shaped command will not be modified by the hard nonlinearities. Third, CLSS can be used to greatly improve control performance of the human operator, performing manual control of the flexible system. In manual control, the human operator is the feedback controller. It was shown by Potter and Singhose in [18] that human can control the flexible system better when there is an input shaper placed in front of the flexible system to reduce its vibration.
Nevertheless, because the input shaper contains time-delay terms, the CLSS bring the time delay into the closed-loop system, which is the major disadvantage of the CLSS. The closed-loop characteristic equation of the system with CLSS possesses exponential time-delay function. Since the exponential function is transcendental, it is difficult to analyze the stability property or to design a controller for the system. For example, Huey and Singhose [19] showed that, with CLSS, there are infinitely many root locus branches. Only in simple cases, a finite number of root locus branches closest to the real axis can be used in stability analysis. From the root locus stability analysis, Huey and Singhose [19] pointed out that CLSS requires quite an accurate plant model to avoid unexpected instability. Huey and Singhose [20] showed that CLSS cannot suppress the vibration induced by the plant-input disturbance or by non-zero initial conditions. Moreover, it is a well-known fact [21] that time delay in the loop can limit the maximum achievable bandwidth and phase margin and; therefore, limit the performance of the control system. Smith predictor was proposed by Smith in [22] to compensate the effect of the time delay. In the case of having perfect plant model, that is, the plant model is exactly the same as the actual plant, the Smith predictor eliminates the time delay from the closed-loop characteristic equation. As a result, one can design the feedback controller as if the time delay did not exist in the loop. However, the Smith predictor has several disadvantages of its own. First, when the plant model mismatches the actual plant, the time delay will not be removed completely from the loop; therefore, the Smith predictor can only minimize the effect of the time delay, allowing tighter control to be used. Moreover, the remaining time delay in the characteristic equation can affect the stability. Second, if the process has an integrator (as is normally the case of the flexible system), a constant plant-input disturbance may result in non-zero steady-state tracking error. Both disadvantages will be investigated in this paper. The Smith predictor was applied to the CLSS in our pioneering work [23] . This paper expands on the work in [23] , yet it still remains one of the very first work that proposes this idea. Robust stability and robust performance (the case when the plant model differs from the actual plant) of the proposed technique is explored in this paper. When the plant model differs from the actual plant, unexpected result such as instability may occur from using Smith predictor, depending on the type of plant and controller.
In this paper, classical Smith predictor was applied to the CLSS. The quantitative feedback control [24] was used as the primary feedback controller. The paper offers the following advantages over the existing CLSS:
 The Smith predictor removes the time delay of the input shaper from the characteristic equation. As a result, the feedback controller can be designed as if the time delay was not present.  To avoid unexpected instability caused by the CLSS when the plant model is uncertain, a quantitative feedback control was used to ensure stability for all expected plant uncertainties.  The quantitative feedback control was used to reject the vibration induced by the plant-input disturbance or by non-zero initial conditions.  All the advantages of the CLSS are still preserved with the proposed technique. This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces the input shaping technique, the classical CLSS, the CLSS with classical Smith predictor, and the flexible system with one flexible mode that will be used in simulation. Section 3 contains the CLSS with Smith predictor and quantitative feedback control, together with simulation result. Section 4 presents conclusions and future work. 
Closed-Loop Signal Shaping with Smith Predictor

Input Shaping
where n  is the natural frequency and  is the damping ratio, has two oscillatory poles at 
where
It is easy to show that
ZV IS s  which means that the input shaper uses its zeros to cancel the plant's two oscillatory poles to remove the vibratory mode from the system, resulting in zero residual vibration. In fact, the input shaper (2) has infinitely many zeros, as can be shown by setting 
Classical CLSS
Consider the classical closed-loop signal shaping [17] as shown in Fig. 1 
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By inspecting the transfer functions above, the first advantage of the CLSS that it can suppress the vibrations induced by n to y is merely the negative of that from r to ; y hence, the vibration induced by the noise n can also be suppressed. The second advantage of the CLSS that it can easily be designed for flexible plants with hard nonlinearities can be explained by inspecting the CLSS diagram in Fig. 1 . The hard nonlinearity, , NL can be actuator saturation, deadzone, or backlash. NL changes the shaped signal coming out of the input shaper, , IS so the performance of the input shaper is degraded. With the CLSS, an inverse of the nonlinearity, , NL can be placed before the input shaper, , IS so the shaped output coming out of the input shaper will not be altered by the nonlinearity, ; NL therefore, the performance degradation can be avoided. The third advantage of the CLSS that it can be used to improve human control of the flexible system can also be shown by inspecting the CLSS diagram in Fig. 1 . In manual control, human is used as the primary controller, , C with eyes aiming at the output, , y of the flexible plant and hand gives the control effort, . u With CLSS, where an input shaper, , IS is placed before the flexible plant, , P the output, , y will not oscillate; hence, the human control performance is improved. This result was confirmed in [18] .
The first disadvantage of the CLSS is that it cannot be used to suppress the vibration induced by the plant-input disturbance, conventional control design and stability analysis do not apply. Some rational-function approximation (e.g. Pade approximation) of the time-delay term must be applied, introducing additional uncertainty into the system. Moreover, the time-delay term in the CLSS results in non-minimum phase system which, according to [21] , limits the performance of the control system by limiting the maximum achievable bandwidth. The third disadvantage of the CLSS was pointed out by Huey and Singhose [19] that the CLSS requires accurate plant model in order to avoid unexpected instability.
CLSS with Classical Smith Predictor
Consider the CLSS with the classical Smith predictor as shown in Fig. 2 
Comparing Eq. (5) to Eq. (3), the transfer function of the input shaper, , IS is no longer present in the denominator of the closed-loop transfer functions. As a result, conventional control design and stability analysis can be applied to the closed-loop system.
There are two disadvantages of the system in Fig. 2 . First, when the actual plant, , P and its model, ˆ, P are different, the closed-loop transfer functions from r and
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It can be seen that when the plant uncertainty exists, the time delay from the input shaper, , IS is not removed in its totality from the denominator of the closed-loop transfer function and therefore still affects the control system. Second, if the disturbance, ,
I
d is present, the steady-state tracking error may not be zero. 
Flexible System with One Flexible Mode
As an example, consider a flexible system with one flexible mode as shown in Fig. 3 . In general, the system represents two entities, connected via a flexible part, which encompasses a large majority of actual rigidflexible systems. The driving one has an absolute position and mass of 
 
The ZV input shaper (2) has the impulse amplitudes The reference, , r is a unit-step signal, and there exists a step plant-input disturbance, Figure 4(a) shows the case without using the input shaper. The output is vibrating. Figure 4(b) shows the case when the CLSS with classical Smith predictor (4) was implemented. The input shaper in the CLSS setting suppresses most of the vibration from the reference signal. However, it cannot suppress the vibration induced by the plant-input disturbance. Moreover, it is a well-known result that the classical Smith predictor yields non-zero steady-state tracking error when disturbance is present (Section 9.8 of [26] ). To cope with the non-zero tracking error due to the disturbance, many researchers have already proposed the modifications to the classical Smith predictor. See, for example, two classical works by Watanabe and Ito [27] and Astrom et al. [28] , a two degrees-of-freedom method by Normey-Rico and Camacho [29] , and a recent publication by [30] .
This paper applies a scheme, called feedforward Smith predictor [31] , to eliminate non-zero tracking error due to the disturbance. In this scheme, the disturbance,
d is measured and is fed to the Smith predictor. By doing so, the effect of the disturbance is counteracted before it can change the output.
Our method is based on the quantitative feedback control [24] . The two disadvantages from using the classical Smith predictor, namely the uncertainty in the plant model causing unexpected performance degradation and the non-zero steady-state tracking error under the presence of the disturbance, will be considered. 
CLSS with Smith Predictor and Quantitative Feedback
Hence, the proposed CLSS with Smith predictor and quantitative feedback control shown in Fig. 5 can be represented by a diagram in Fig. 6 . The controller, , C and the pre-filter, , F will then be designed to cover the multiplicative plant uncertainty in (9) and to meet the tracking, stability margin, and plant-input disturbance rejection specifications. plant variations. It is easy to show, for example, in [21] that these parametric uncertainties can be changed to the multiplicative uncertainties in the form (9) .
Three frequency-domain specifications imposed are: 1) Stability margin
where the upper and lower bounds are given in Table 1. 3) Plant-input disturbance rejection Note that the stability margin specification (11) is equivalent to a gain margin of 4.65 dB and a phase margin of 41.46 degrees (see [24] ). The tracking specification (12) was imposed to the maximum frequency of 1 rad/s, which is the designed closed-loop bandwidth of the system. This is because the natural frequency of the system (7) is 1.9 rad/s, so the closed-loop bandwidth is limited by the natural frequency. The plant-input disturbance rejection specification (13) was also imposed at low frequencies, up to the bandwidth. The stability margin specification (11) was imposed for all frequencies, including the high frequencies beyond the bandwidth. Cs Each frequency on the open-loop shape must lie in the allowable region of the bounds. For our three specifications (11)- (13), the allowable regions are either above or outside the bounds. Figure 7(a) shows the open-loop shape before the loop shaping, that is, the controller is   1.
Cs It can be seen that an addition of 30-dB gain is required for the frequency 0.5 rad/s to satisfy its bound. However, lower gains are required for frequencies of 1 rad/s to 3 rad/s, which are around the natural frequency, to avoid violating their bounds.
To achieve this, an integrator, real poles and zeros, and complex poles and zeros were appended to the controller,  . The frequency-domain simulation result is given in Fig. 8 . The stability margin specification is shown in Fig. 8(a) , the tracking specification in Fig. 8(b) , and the plant-input disturbance rejection in Fig. 8(c) . Solid lines are those of the 27 plant variations. The asterisks mark the upper and lower limits of each specification. It can be seen that all specifications are met by the quantitative feedback control for each frequency of interest.
The time-domain simulation result is given in Fig. 9 . Figure 9 (a) shows the second-mass position output,
,
yx  when the proposed CLSS with Smith predictor and the quantitative feedback controller (shown in Fig. 5 ) was used. The reference, , r is the unit-step signal, and the disturbance is a step-signal with a magnitude of 10. The disturbance exists from the 150 th second onwards. These reference and disturbance are the same as those used to produce the result in Fig. 4 . The plot is for the nominal plant only, that is, when the plant parameters, 12 ,, cc and 2 k take their middle values. By comparing the result in Fig. 9(a) with the result in Fig. 4(b) , when the CLSS was used with the Smith predictor and the PI controller, the proposed system reduces the settling time by 400%, reduces the peak occurred from the disturbance by 250%, and the non-zero steady-state tracking error is removed. Note that the comparable block diagram in Fig. 6 may be used during the design of the quantitative feedback controller; however, it should not be used to simulate the closed-loop system in place of the original block diagram in Fig. 5 . . Performance of the control system is degraded as seen from higher level of vibration from both the reference and disturbance signals. This is because, without the Smith predictor, the system looses its capability to foresee its output after the time delay. Hence, the controller can be misled by the current output signal causing performance degradation. Figure 9 (c) contains the simulation result of the case of Fig. 9 (a) for all 27 plant variations. It can be seen that the robust stability and robust performance when the plant is uncertain can be guaranteed using the proposed system. Table 2 summarizes the quantitative performance of the four cases, which are without input shaper (Fig. 4(a) ), traditional CLSS with Smith predictor (Fig. 4(b) ), proposed system without Smith predictor (Fig.  9(b) ), and proposed system with Smith predictor (Fig. 9(a) ). The proposed system with Smith predictor quantitatively outperforms the rest in terms of settling time, peak overshoot, average residual vibration amplitude, and steady-state error. 
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel idea of integrating the Smith predictor into the closed-loop signal shaping (CLSS) system. The Smith predictor removes the time delay, from using the input shaper inside the loop, from the closed-loop characteristic equation. As a result, standard feedback control design and analysis can be applied. It was shown in the paper that, when the actual plant and the plant model are different by a multiplicative uncertainty, the closed-loop system can be casted as a standard quantitative feedback controller problem. Robust stability and good robust performance (in tracking and disturbance rejection) can be obtained with the quantitative feedback control for all plant uncertainties. All the advantages of the CLSS are preserved whereas significant improvements on the CLSS can be seen. Smith predictor is an old concept, but it is still not obsoleted. Most existing commercial controller products, especially those for process control, still use Smith predictor as their main algorithm for handling the time delays. Using the Smith predictor in the Closed-Loop Signal Shaping is a novel concept, proposed by the authors of this paper. This paper is the very first paper that discusses this concept in details. The most important benefits are the improved control bandwidth and the eligibility of using various feedback controllers.
Future work includes applying the proposed technique to experimental flexible systems, to manual control, and to flexible systems having multiple flexible modes. In manual control, human controls the flexible systems and is analogous to a feedback controller. It was shown in a recent work by [18] that manual control of flexible systems benefited from the closed-loop signal shaping. It is believed that using the Smith predictor should increase the bandwidth of the human control and should lead to improved tracking performance. In flexible systems having multiple flexible modes, multiple input shapers are required, each for one flexible mode. Each input shaper has different time delay from the others and may require one Smith predictor to remove the time delay from the loop. 
